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Of the few topics that I've posted in recent days, I need a Thunderbolt potion and I don't know where the hell to get one. I read that you get it before I meet Griffin in the White Garden, but I never got it, and it's not listed in my potion sections under alchemy. I don't know how to get this. Page 2Posted 3 years ago 8
comments FlagView HistoryConsuming potion Thunderbolt will increase the attack of the witch's power on the time of the potion. Toxicity: 25Duration: 30 seconds'uintity Produced: 3 Potions Ingredient Number Alcohol Dwarf Spirit 1 Monster Part Endreg Embryo 1 Ingredient 1 Cortinorius 2 This potion can be upgraded to
Advanced Thunderbolt with great effect and duration. The location of the recipe: automatically added (with all the ingredients) as part of the quest The Beast of the White Garden. Consumption Advanced Thunderbolt will increase the witch's attacking power by being potion. Toxicity: 25Duration: 60 seconds quantiti
Produced: 4 Potions Ingredient Number Alcohol Alcohest 1 Monster Part Endrega Embryo 2 Ingredient 1 Cortinorius 2 Ingredient 2 Fool Parsley 1 Ingredient 3 Thunderbolt 1 This potion can be upgraded to Superior Thunderbolt with great effect and duration and additional effects When the main recipe and ingredients
are added, Geralt will receive three embryos of the endregia, but only one is needed to create the main potion, so that two spare parts can be held for this potion. Information needed: Who/where to find a recipe consuming Superior Thunderbolt potion will increase the witch's power attack on the time of the potion and
provide a 100% critical chance of impact during storms. Toxicity: 25Duration: 90 seconds quantiti Produced: (unknown) Ingredient Number Of White Seagull 1 Ingredient 1 Cortinorius 4 Ingredient 2 Fool's Parsley 4 Ingredient 3 Verbena 1 Ingredient 4 Bryonia 1 Ingredient 5 Improved Thunderbolt 1 Special Chicken 1 Info:
Who/Where to Find a Recipe This page explains how to make a item a zest in the game. Read on for information about Thunderbolt's properties and what ingredients are needed to alchemize it. The effect increases the power of the attack. Price 100 Toxicity 25 Duration 30 - Doses 3 Recipe Requirement 1 Dwarf Spirit 1
Recipe Requirement 2 Cortinarius 2 Recipe Requirement 3 Endreg Embryo 1 To make this potion, Recipe item is necessary. Recipes can usually be obtained from shopkeepers. After receiving the recipe and the necessary ingredients, Geralt can brew the potions himself from the Alchemy tab on the menu. Elements of
the potion can be updated by finding a recipe for an updated version of the same potion. When he has a new recipe, Geralt can use the existing potion along with other ingredients to alchemize a new, more powerful potion. Most potions have three levels of quality - Standard, Advanced, and Superior, with effects of
improvement depending on the level. As and a list of Alchemy Elements Opinions about articles or posts go here. Teh Teh 3: Wild Hunting's common discussion is a topic of detail on how to get stuff for ThunderBolt potion I seem to be stuck. He asks me to make a lightning potion to kill Griffin. I don't have the items
needed to cook it. I use an xbox controller. That tells me to open the game menu. He won't even do it. I downloaded an earlier save and then re-made the quest right before that and I'm still stuck. I know I risk sounding like a complete noob. Where exactly can I get the material for the lightning potion. Note: This is only to
be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Thunderbolt is a potion in The Witcher, The Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings, and The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt. The Witcher Damage 100%Parry -50%Dodge -50% Witches take this potion before fighting strong, heavily armored
opponents. Imbibing Thunderbolt forces witches to enter into a combat trance. Being in this state, sorcerers attack more effectively and cause more damage, while neglecting their own defense and becoming an easier target. Thunderbolt increases damage to opponents by 100%, but reduces evasion and parry
efficiency by 50% each. Source Witcher 2: Killer Kings 0.2 20% -50% regeneration -50% regeneration in combat -50% Formula for this potion must be purchased before it can be welded. Writing in Thunderbolt magazine, the potion increases muscle strength and thus the damage done by the sword. As simple as
effective, brew a more powerful version of the rook potion. Unfortunately, Thunderbolt can break weaker muscle fibers, reducing both vitality and regeneration. These side effects can be mitigated by taking a swallow potion. The potion significantly increases the toxicity of absorption. This potion is recommended before
fighting particularly resistant or heavily armored monsters. The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt 0 100 Increases Attack Power.30% Attack Power 1 × Dwarf Spirit2 × Cortinarius1 × Endrega embryo Thunderbolt returns as potion in the third game. Three of these potions can be manufactured at any given time and placed in a
consumables slot. Thunderbolt's recipe is given to Vesemir in search of the Beast of the White Garden once all preparations for the griffon fight are complete. All the ingredients needed to make the potion are also provided then. See also The Improved Gallery Thunderbolt Superior Thunderbolt Add a photo to this gallery
External Links See standalone game GWENT version of the map: Thunderbolt zestina Deutsch Espa'ol Francois Magyar Italiano Polski community content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. Noted. witcher 3 thunderbolt potion. witcher 3 thunderbolt horse. witcher 3 thunderbolt potion glitch.
witcher 3 thunderbolt bug. witcher 3 thunderbolt recipe missing. witcher 3 thunderbolt potion missing. witcher 3 thunderbolt how to use. witcher 3 thunderbolt location
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